
The Battle of St Walburgha’s Day 

The rain was getting steadily heavier as the two 

figures crept through the sparse undergrowth. It was 

early May and the violets and wild hyacinths were 

making the most of the light before the tree canopies 

filled out and the forest floor became a land of 

shadow. Last Autumn’s leaves made a thick carpet 

which helped mask the small sounds the men made. 

The older fellow was clearly used to moving stealthily 

through the woods whilst the younger man – more a 

boy on the threshold of manhood – stepped more 

heavily, his footfalls often finding twigs and branches 

beneath the leaf mould. 

They reached a point where the trees thinned a little 

and farmlands could be seen beyond. Despite the 

weather they could see several plumes of thick smoke 

in the sky beyond. The Danes were burning and 

slaughtering their way across southern Mercia and 

would soon be on the borders of Wessex. 

“I’m fed up with the rain” the younger man grumbled 

as another large drop of water fell from the trees on 

to his up-turned face. 

“Be thankful for the weather Alfred my lad; it will slow 

the Danes” the older man replied as a low rumble of 

thunder rolled across the sky. 

“Well, I was looking forward to feasting at the May 

fayre, and perhaps dancing with Gyrtha” he replied 

wistfully as he wrung the water out of his woollen cap 

all the while thinking of the food and music and 

merriment that heralded the start of May. 

The old man gave his son a hard look “If the Danes 

arrive at our village then they’ll be ones ‘dancing’ with 

Gyrtha” As he said the last words he made a crude 

rutting gesture with his hands and hips “You and I 

would be nothing but food for the crows”. 

Alfred began to make a reply when the older man 

pulled him down and put a hand across his mouth. 

Placing one finger on his own lips he removed his hand 

and gestured towards the farms beyond the edge of 

the woods.  

A dozen or so mounted Danes were searching  the 

nearest farm. Several figures, women and children, 

burst from the small thatched barn and ran for the 

woods whilst three men tried to hold off the Danes. It 

was a short, one-sided fight. The Danish horsemen 

were warriors, lightly equipped but skilled in battle 

whilst the Saxons were just farmers armed with staves 

and mattocks. With the men swiftly butchered the 

riders caught up with the fleeing figures. An older 

women was slain before she could even call out, the 

Danes would have no use for her. The others were 

hauled on to saddles, uselessly beating at their 

captors. 

Alfred could hear the Danes laughing cruelly and 

calling out in their native tongue – though he knew 

not what the words meant. His face was pale and all 

thoughts of his own discomfort and disappointment 

vanished as he saw the riders heading north. A few of 

the horsemen lingered long enough to try to set the 

thatch alight – but in the rain it just smouldered and 

smoked. 

A firm hand gripped Alfred’s shoulders “Come on lad, 

we’ve seen enough. Let’s get back to the army and tell 

the Ealdorman that the Danes are on our borders.”

 

The Danes are on the rampage through southern Mercia, looting and burning as they head for the rich steadings and 

fine villages of Wessex. Their scouts have heard rumours of a massive treasure hoarded by the monks at St 

Aethelbert’s on the eastern border Wessex. They have wasted no time in gathering their forces and marching on the 

small monastery. However, Wessex, in alliance with the brave men of Kent will be ready for them. So the scene was 

set for a mighty clash of armies on St Walburgha’s Day, near the monastery of the blessed St Aethelbert and the 

steading of Ulftun. 

  



Battlefield and Deployment 

As shown on the day. Hopefully a 9’ x 4’ table with a monastery and a small farm plus a few areas of light woodland. 

 

Main Objectives 

For both forces this battle is about capturing (or protecting) the monastery and its farm. 

 Capture the Monastery of St Aethelbert 

o Refer to the Battle Objective ‘Take and Hold’ but the clear area range is reduced to 6” from the main 

building. 

 Capture the Steading of Ulftun 

o Perhaps the Abbot has instructed the monks to hide their gold in the barns and midden heaps? 

o Again, refer to ‘Take and Hold’ but the clear area range is reduced to 6” from the farmhouse. 

 

Secondary Objectives 

These could easily be the main objectives for most raiding warriors 

 Have the most heroic warrior! 

 Slaughter the enemy 

 

Game Length 

Play for as long as we can. 

 

  



Heroism in Dark Ages War & Conquest 

Being a heroic leader in Dark Ages Britain wasn't just about having a good set of war gear. Leaders needed to be in 

the centre of the battle, slaughtering their foes, giving the bards and poets much to sing and write about. These 

simple rules aim to encourage players to get in to the spirit of such heroic behaviour by recording the deeds of each 

personality in their force. Please note that these rules are still somewhat “draft”. 

All heroes begin the battle with 0 Hero Points (HPs) and the bonuses are cumulative. 

Getting Stuck In 

These apply only once per combat. If a unit has two or more heroes then both gain these bonuses. 

 +1 for being in combat (heroic leaders must be seen fighting alongside their men) 

 +1 for charging 

Example, Saxons Ceorls (with Ealdorman Aelfric) are fighting Viking Hirdmen (with Hersir Ranulf). The Vikings 

charged so Ranulf gains +1 HP for fighting and +1 HP for charging, whereas Aelfric just gets +1 HP for leading his men 

in combat. 

Wounding the Foe 

These apply to only one hero as we assume the heroic combat is one-on-one. 

 +1 for wounding enemy hero in close combat, after any Divine Intervention rolls are made. (We assume that 

heroes seek each other out!) 

 +1 for slaying an enemy hero other than the general. (In addition to the +1 for the wounding hit) 

 +2 for slaying the enemy general. (In addition to the +1 for the wounding hit) 

Example, Jarl Sven Svensson wounds Ealdorman Aethelfrith, so gains +1 HP. But Aethelfrith was already wounded 

and is therefore slain. Sven gains another +1. 

 Routing the Enemy 

These generally apply once per combat - but for multiple combats the victorious unit gains a bonus for each routed 

unit. 

 +1 for routing an enemy unit 

 +1 for slaughtering a routed unit (i.e. your pursuit roll is greater than or equal to the fleeing enemy) 

 -D3 for routing from close combat (the rancid goat-tickling, raven-starvers!) 

Example, continuing the earlier combat between the Ceorls and the Hirdmen. The Vikings rout the Saxons. Ranulf 

immediately gains +1 HP. Aelfric loses D3 HPs. The flee/pursue dice are rolled and the Saxons are caught and 

slaughtered. Ranulf gains another +1 HP. 

Rally! 

An heroic leader can sometimes stem the tide of panicking warriors … sometimes! 

 +1 for successfully rallying a routing unit, applies only to the hero(es) in the unit. 

 


